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REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON THE EFFECTS ON
FISHERIES OF MARINE AGGREGATE EXTRACTION
Rijksstation voor Zeevisserij - Oostende. Belgie
Station de Peche Maritime. Ostend. Belgium
27-29 May 1986
I. OPENING OF MEETING
1.1 The meeting was opened by Dr P Hovart. Direetor of the Rijksstation
voor Zeevisserij, who welcomed the members and expressed his best
wishes for an effeetive meeting. The Chairman. Dr S J De Groot
(Netherlands). thanked Dr Hovart and opened the business of the
meeting.
2. INTRODUCTION OF MEMBERS
2.1 The attendanee list ia attaehed as Annex I. The Chairman reported
that he had reeeived apologies for non-attendanee from the German and
Spanish delegatea.
3. APPOINTMENT OF A RAPPORTEUR
3.1 On the proposal of the Chairman. the Working Group appointed
Dr M M Parker as Rapporteur.
4. TERM~ OF REFERENCE
4.1 The terms of referenee of the Working Group are laid out in Couneil
Resolution 1985/2:25 (Annex 11). The Chairman briefly summari.ed the
history and aetivities of the WG, referring to his paper to the last
Statutory Meeting (ICES C.M. 1985/E:5).
5. ADOPTION OF AGENDA
5.1 The agenda as adopted is at Annex 111. It was agreed that abrief
report on EC Projeet COST 647 Coastal Benthie Eeology) should be
given by Dr Reip under item 7. Papers submitted for diseussion are
listed in Annex IV and other reports referred to or on display during
the meeting are listed in Annex V.
6. PRESENT STATE OF MARINE SEDIMENT EXTRACTION (1979-PRESE~~)
IN ICES ~;MBER COUNTRIES
6.1 The Chairman eireulated a table drawn from leES statisties and other
sources summarizing extraction activity in member countries. In dis-
euasion it was noted that some of the figures required amendment by
members and that the basis for ealeulation of these figures differed
between countries; some included channel deepening sud maintenance
dredging aa weIl as aggregate exploitation for use on land or in
beaeh replenishment. (The table, amended by members. is provided as
Annex VI.)
6.2 Belgium: Dredging oecurs in three zones off the Belgian eoast. on
the Zeeland Banks. the Flemish Banks and around the Zeebrugge
approach channel; in the latter area, dredging is both for channel
maintenance and deepening (leading to the dumping of ca. 30 Mt pa of
mud at sea), and also for sand for harbour extension änd beach
replenishment. Extraction of sand on the Flemish and Zeeland Banks
is carried out both by private industry and by the Ministry of Public
Work, though most of the private industry activity is in the latter
zone. Recovery has varied from year to year depending on new pro-
jects in construction etc. on shore.
6.3 Canada: Offshore aggregate mining in Canada is limited to dredging
in the Beaufort Sea where the material is used to construct artifi-
cial islands for exploration drilling for oil and gas. (There exists
the likelihood that these islands affect migratory routes/
pathways of whale species, e.g. Beluga.) Elsewhere, there have been
sporadic, small-scale operations that are not active at the present
time.
There is considerable private sec tor interest in obtaining mineral
rights for sggregates, silica sands and gold placers, particularly
off Atlantic Canada. It is expected that exploration could lead to
commercial operations within the next few years.
6.4 Denmark: Between 3 and 7 Mt per year of sand is taken from Danish
waters mostly from the Belt Sea area. A small amount of gravel is
taken from a bank in the North Sea and a shelly deposit is exploited
in north Sjaelland. A small amount of approach channel dredging
occurs in the Belt Sea area and at Esbjerg, and consideration is
being given to a deep-water route to the west of Sjaelland that might
require significant dredging. About 1 Mt per year of sand is used
for beach replenishment in Jutland.
6.5 Finland: Current extraction activity occurs in the east of the Gulf
of Finland, in two areaa of the Gulf of Bothnia and at the Aland
Islands. Altogether, nearly 30 Mm3 of sand have been landed since
1968 and demand for marine sand is rising as eskers on land are
becoming exhausted.
6.6 Francs: Extraction of sand and gravel has been at a constant level
over the last five years, mostly local to coastal industrial develop-
ments, in particular nuclear power stations along the Channel coast.
In the Dunkirk and Cherbourg areas, local resources have been aug-
mented by importation of aggregate from the Thames (1 Mt pa) and Isle
of wight (0.2 Mt pa) areas of Britain. In Brittany, extraction is on
a very small local scale, with many small vessels operating in
estuaries, taking less than 100 m3 each. Larger-scale extraction
occurs in the Loire estuary (- 4 Mm3/year) and some extraction occurs
at the La Rochelle and in the Gironde estuary. Outside Metropolitan
France, it was noted that a very amall extraction operation occurs at
St Pierre-et-Miquelon, as weIl as in several other French territo-
ries, outside the ICES area.
A small amount of maerl is extracted in Brittany for use as a ferti-
lizer in 'organic' farming.
6.7 Ireland: Apart from occasional, local and very small-scale extrac-
tion of aggregate for the building industry, no commercial extraction
occurs at present. A licence for extraction of maerl off County
Galway haa been under consideration for some time.
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6.8 The Netherlands: Dredging activities in the areas North Sea, Scheldt
estuary, Waddenses (Ems estusry included).
North Sea (1985): 4285 Mm3 of ssnd was sllocated for use on land but
only 2724 Mm3 was sctually dredged. Deepening of the approach
channel to Ijmuiden harbour led to the dredging snd dumping of
5026 Mm3 of sand, while in Rotterdam 103 km3 wss removed in 1985.
Maintenance dred~ing at Ijmuiden and Rotterdam led to the removal snd
dumping of 60 km snd 2484 Mm3 respectively.
Scheldt estuary: Ssnd for building purposes, land-fill, sea defences
approximately 3.5-4.5 Mm3/year. Maintenance dredging approximately
12.4 Mm3/yesr.
Waddenses: Allocsted yearly smounts 4.5 Mm3 of ssnd snd 140 000 m3
of eslcareous material (40% recent shell~ 60% fossil shell). Harbour
approaches Delfzijl (Ems estuary) 1.5 Mm. Also German dredging
setivities in ssme area, port of Emden~. 15 Mm3 •
In total, sand supply secounts for 12 Mm3 per year; deepening ses
ehannels for 5.2 Mm3; maintensnee dredging, 6.5 Mm3 ; calcareous
material, 140000 m3• Not included sre data on beach replenishments,
e.g. st Goeree, Seheveningen, Csllantsoog, Texei, which are carried
out in 3-7 year eyeles.
A complete picture on dredging aetivities is diffieult to obtsin as
seversl Rijkswaterstsat suthorities are responsible, e.g. North Sea
Direetorate - North Ses, Direetorste Friesland - Wadden Sea srea,
Direetorste Groningen - Ems estuary, Direetorste North-Holland -
Ymuiden area, Directorate Lower Rivers - Rotterdam area, Directorate
Zeeland - Scheldt estuary.
Along the seashore no dredging is allowed within the 20 m depth-line
(or 20 km from the shore) in order to protect the shoreline; the
figures are for praetical purposes and have no scientifie basis.
6.9 Sweden: Currently dredging takes pIaee in three sreas within the
Oresund, one of which is fnr maintenance of a shipping channel
(Vastra Haken). From this area and from a shallower area at
Sandflyten, quartz-rieh sands are recovered for the glass industry.
From the third area, Disken, sand is taken only for fill. Consider-
ation is being given to lieensing a further quartz-rich sand area to
the north of the island of Gotland.
6.10 Uni ted Kingdom: Extraetion has been fairly constsnt around 17.5 Mt
pa over the last five years, mainly of sand/gravel mixtures for the
construction industry, but also including around 1-1.5 Mt pa of sand
for reclamation snd besch replenishment. There have been few new
licences issued since 1976, but several new areas are currently under
eonsiderstion. One small operation in the Fal estusry in Cornwall
extrscts sround 700 t pa of maerl for use ss a fertilizer. Licences
hsve been given to extract waste coal from the sea off the north-east
eoast and from the Bristol Channel; the cosl will be extracted by
cycloning on the vessels. Considerstion is also being given to
extraction of tin-bearing ores in the south-west; however, the via-
bility of their proposal must be questioned in the current eonditions






The Warking Craup noted the summaries of activity
paper 'Report on specific terms of referenee for a
on the Effeets of Sand and Gravel Extraction' (ICES
supplement).
6.12 Diseussion and conclusions
6.12.1 It was noted that in almost all countries, a greater emphasis
is being placed on the winning of marine aggregates beeause of
exhaustion or planning restrietions on the use of land resourees. In
addition, in several countries, large-scale coastal engineering pro-
jeets ineluding land reelamation or building of new land, beach
replenishment, artificial island construetion and eapital dredging
projects were in progress or planned; maintenance dredging now
ineluded not only the removal of accumulated silts from harbours but
also the continual deepening of approach ehannels, often for con-
siderable distances (up to 150 km) at sea, to aeeommodate larger
vessels.
6.12.2 In considering the collection of statisties on these activi-
ties it was agreed that the current reporting format needed amendment
and Dr Searratt undertook to circulate draft proposals for comment by
correspondence and final agreement at the 1986 Statutory Meeting. It
was agreed that overlap with the collection of statisties on dredge
spoil disposal aetivities under the Oslo snd London Dumping Conven-
tions should be svoided; Dr Parker undertook to eirculate relevant
information from the Conventions including arecent annusl report on
quantities dumped.
7. OVERVIRW OF NATIONAL RESEARCH PROGRAMMES ON THR EFFECTS
OF RXTRACTION OPERATIONS ON THg MARINE ENVIRONMENT
.
7.1 Belgium: Papers by Dr Maertens and Professor de Moor were presented
(see Annex IV), and verbal presentations were made of the extensive
physieal and biologieal studies carried out in the three dredging
zones. Work is being carried Out by both the Ministry of Public
Works and the University of Ghent, and hss ine1uded morphologieal and
seismie studies of the sandbanks to assess their stability, and
studies on maerobenthos and interstitial fauna. The sandbanks are
largely self-replenishing; the physieal effeets of dredging dis-
appear rapidly. It was noted that sand is being lost from the
channels between the banks in one area, thou~h it is not known
whether this has anything to do with the dredging on the banks. The
banks support a diverse interstitial fauna whieh reeovers rapidly
from the effects of dredging; maerobenthic diversity also appears
unaffected despite the fact that a large proportion (> 70%) of orga-
nisms taken into the dredger are killed Or severely damaged even if
they are returned to the sea bed in the outwash. On1y in the areas
around the Zeebrugge approach channe1s has a signifieant change been
noted; here mud is being translocated from a currently muddy ares to
the south of the channel to a sandier area to the north of it, lead-
ing to changes in benthos community composition and fisheries.
7.2 Canada
7.2.1 Insofar ae there is no aetive ocean mlßlng on the Canadian
east coast. there is no current research into ecological effects.
There is howev@r some work in progress related to ehannel dredging
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and spoil dumping stimulated by recent claims that high levels cf
suspended sediment near dump sites have adversely affected a musseI
eulture site. Tbe study will consider effects of suspended sediment
on musseI growth and survival.
Earlier werk related to claims by gaspereau fishermen that redueed
catches were eaused by dredging and dumping in the Miramichi River,
focussed on behaviour of smelt (Osmerus m~rdax) w~ich changes at
suspended sediment levels in exe~12-20 ppm.
7.2.2 Prior to exploitation, efforts are being made to take full
advantage of the experienee of other countries and to identify
effects that have given rise to environmentsl and fisheries
concerns.
A study of UK experienee and management practiee has been eoneluded
and will be used as a basis for formulating research programmes and
resource mapping exercises that address e~vironmental and fisberies
concerns and aid resource development planning.
7.3 Denmark: No research is in progress. The last published work was
that of Kiprboe and M~hlenberg (1982) - see Annex V, item 16.
7.4 Finland
7.4.1 The effects of marine sand extraction on marine environment
have been studied in Eeker~, western Aland in 1976-77 (Storberg and
Helminen, 1978) and off the eoast of Pyhtää in the eastern part of
the Gulf of Finland sinee 1983.
7.4.2 In Eekerö, 134 000 m3 sand was taken from the bot tom in 1976.
The main direct effects were astrang increase in turbidity in the
water, extinction of bottom fauna in the resulting pit and distur-
banee of fishery. After sand removal, the oxygen eonditions hsve
changed, resulting in disturbances in recolonization by bottom fauna.
Tbe sand on the beaeh nearby has changed in eomposition. Tbe finest
partieles have washed away to the bottom of the pit.
7.4.3 The investigations in the sea area off Pyhtää were started in
1983. The studies have been focussed on Baltic herring spawning snd
bottom fauna in the area of dredging and its 6urroundings. Informa-
tion has also been eolleeted from the commereial fishery in the study
area. The effeets of dredging on water q~ality and on eurrents have
also been investigated. During 1983-84 a baseline study was earried
out; the work was continued by the same methods in 1985 when the
sand (100 000 m3) was extracted. The study will be continued for
Borne years in order to follow the restoration of the ses area to its
former condition.
7.4.4 Aecording to preliminary results extraction has not had direet
effects on Baltic herriog spawning. Tbe bottom fauna has disappeared
from the dredging ares and redueed densities of individuals eould be
noted ca 400 m from the dredging site. Tbe turbidity of the water
did noC-markedly inerease due to the purity of the sand extraeted:
no mud was found on the surface of the sand. Tbe studies on the
effects of the extraetion on the fishery are not yet completed.
7.4.5 Although the sand extraction in this study seemed not to have
an influence 00 Baltie herring spawning, one should not generalize
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the results. At the time when the main spswning of the Baltic
herring occurred. the dredging had continued for only about two
weeks. The final effects of the sand extraction on Baltic herring
spawning will be seen in this year's studies. Furthermore. it should
be no ted that the dredging site itself was not a Baltic herring
spawning ground; the nearest spawning area is situated approximately
1.5 km south-east of the area. The sea bed is not similar to Baltic
herring spawning grounds in the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland
because of the lack of macrophytes, which Baltic herring favours as
its spawning substrate. Towards the west in the Gulf of Finland
where the salinity of the water is increasing the shallow sand
bottoms are often covered by meadows of eelgrass (Zostera marina).
which have been noted to be important spawning gro~Baltic
herring.
7.4.6 The effects of dredging on the marine environment have also
been studied in Finland on a smaller scale in connection with some
sea channel constructions. The construction of sea channels has been
noted to decrease the trap-net catches of Baltic herring off the
coast of Rauma, Inkoo and probably off the coast of Vaasa. too
(Karisson. 1983).
7.5 France: The Baie de Seine project of 12 years ago hsd yielded
equivocal results concerning effects on fisheries as it was not based
in a good fishing area. Changes in the henthos had been noted as the
sediments had been changed from superficial muddy sand (Macoma/Abra)
to a hard, stony bed. A review will shortly be made available on--
tlDragages et exploitation des sables marin: qualit€ des materiaux et
consequance sur le milieu" (Thesis of G Boutmin. 1 July 1986).
IFREMER has made an important investigation in the north of France of
the sand and gravel deposits. including research on the effects of
their extraction on fisheries. It has also started in 1986 a geolo-
gical evaluation of maerl deposits in Brittany and research on their
ecology.
7.6 Ireland: No research is currently in progress but studies on the
effects of extraction of maerl are planned.
7.7 Netherlands
7.7.1 A paper was presented by Dr Essink (see Annex IV) on sand and
shell extraction in the Waddensea. Extraction was permitted only in
the channels. where infill was rapid. rat her than the flats where
pits were long-lived. Impact of the fine particulate plume could be
measured in terms of suspended solids levels and bioassays of musseI
growth up to 2 km downstream. Shell is extracted on the basis that
the resource represents ten years' accumulation. and thus 10% can be
removed each year. Since shell extraction often takes place at
sand-bars in channels. the deepening of these areas may affect the
suspended solids regime of the entire estuary or channel snd sffect
stability of the area. An increase in suspended solids has been
noted over 15 years but it i8 not clear whether there is any affect
on the stability of the islands.
7.7.2 A paper by Marquenie (Agenda V. item 11) concerning contamina-
tion of Scheldt dredgings was noted. Near Ro~terdam. it is proposed
to build an island .s a containment site for 90 Mm3 of contaminated
dredgings from that port (the Slufter Project).
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7.8 Sweden: Biologieal studies on extraetion sites in the aresund are
being earried out by the University of Lund and should be published
within a year. If extraction is lieensed north of Gotland, studies
will also be carried out on effeets at this site.
7.9 United Kingdom
7.9.1 Sinee the Southwold study, reported at the 1979 Working Group
meeting, no fie1d studies have been earried out; the results of that
study were equivoeal but did not suggest signifieant effeets on
benthos.
7.9.2 Research in progress is pointing to the importanee of some
gravel areas for overwintering female erab whieh may be found in
large numbers partially buried in suitable substrates. They are
highly vulnerable to disturbance.
7.9.3 Prior to the issue of dredging perroits. the potential for
coastal erosion is assessed. Licence conditions ensure that no
erosion occurs.
7.9.4 A large review of the industry has been earried out whieh
should be published shortly. A resouree survey is being earried out
by the British Geologiea1 Survey (BGS) for the Grown Estate Commis-
sioners in the Thames and East Anglia areas where demand is
greatest.
7.10 Other international research programmes
7.10.1 Dr Heip infonned the group of the werk of the EC/COST
eoordinated research projeet COST-647 (Coastal Benthic Eeology)
and of the ICES Benthie Eeology Working Group.
7.10.2 The COST-647 group at their Deeember 1985 meeting in Brussels
(proeeedings to be published in Hydrobiologia) eoneluded that the
major variations in benthos eomposition observed over the years might
be attributed to temperature influenees and also that eutrophieation
may playa role. The effeet of loealized pollution eould be estab-
lished by eomparing the developments of benthie eommunities (e.g.
Macoma balthiea) over the full range of its distribution area. Reli-
able results eould be obtained only after~. 15 years of research.
To study the temporary effeets of dredging on the relatively mobile
sand biotope, the recovery of the affeeted area need only be followed
over aperiod of 1-2 years. The disturbed area should be eompared
with the developments in a non- disturbed area of the same benthie
communities.
It is likely that the effeet of the dredge-plume, the eloud of resus-
pended fine material in the wake of a dredger, only affeets a very
limited area outside the extraction area.
7.10.3 The ICES Benthie Eeology Working Croup is mainly eoneerned
with methodologieal intereomparability but hss reeent1y started to
eonsider the measurement of effeets of point souree pollution on
benthos. It might also be able to give adviee on assessing the
effeets of dredging on benthos (see Reeommendation 3).
7.11 Discussion and conclusions
7.11.1 Extraction activities may impact on fisheries at two levels.
Firstly, there is interference with fishing activity, through tempo-
rsry or permanent loss of sccess to fi"hing grounds or sccidentsl
dsmsge to gear. Impact at this level is often greater in anticipa-
tion than in outcome; better communications between fishermen and
dredgers are essential to reducing this type of conflict.
7.11.2 Secondly, there is the possibility of impact on the biology
of the fish through destruction of feeding areas or spswning areas.
It was noted that in naturally dynamic areas such as sandbanks and
waves, the impact was, at most, transient; in more stable structures
such as relict gravel banks the impact might be longer term snd was
as yet not weIl characterized. Key target species include herring
and sandeel which lay eggs on or in the sea bed and gravid female
crab which may congregate in large numbers in some area. It was con-
sidered that benthic organism in the path of the dredger suction head
should be effective1y written off as few were likely to survive.
8. RECENT ACTlVlTY ON SUPERFICIAL SEDIMENT MAPPlNG
8.1 Belgium: Two mapping exercises are in progress. The 8e1gian
Geological Survey i8 preparing superficial sediment maps and the
Ministry of Publie Health is updating a 1976 resource and seabed use
map, including information on temporal changes in sediments.
8.2 Canada: Because of growing interest in the non-oil-and-gas mineral
resources of the Canadian shelf (equal in area to ca. two-thirds of
the land mass) the Canadian Departments of Energy,~ines and
Resources and of Fisheries and Oceans, in conjunction with the
Atlantic Provinces, are now planning a mineral and fishery resource
mapping study. A databsse is being developed from existing sources
which will allow identification of key areas needing more detailed
survey. The aim is to avoid conflict by guiding mineral exploitation
away from areas of traditional fisheries interest.
8.3 Denmark: A survey is in progress at present which aims to map all
coastal mineral resources before licensed exploitation takes pisce.
The maps will take fisheries and conservation areas inta account. A
large part of the Belt Sea has now been covered and several other
areas are under survey; the work will be completed in 1988.
8.4 Finland: Areas of importance to extraction in the south-western
archipelago and off the eastern part of the Gulf of Finland have been
surveyed; further surveys are planned for the area off Helsinki this
summer.
8.5 France: Aseries of maps exists for the English Channel area
(including UK side) which 1s being coordinatp.d to provide 1:100 000
maps of geology, superficial sediments and isopachytes of alluvial
fills and sandbanks. Simi1ar maps have been prepared for the
northern Biscay area (and the Gulf of Lyons). A further series of
high resolution maps of morphology based on side-scan sonar, TV and
photographie surveys is being prepared for same inshore areas. Addi-
tional mapped information exists, but it is largely on confidential
commercial files.
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8.6 Ireland: Surveys of superfieia1 sediments on the east eoast hove
been reported to the 1979 Working Group meeting. Boomer and side-
sean surveys have been carried out on the south-east and west coasts,
but the dota are not yet available.
8.7 Netherlands: Dr Schüttenhelm provided a detai1ed paper on 'Recent
efforts to map superficial marine s ..diments in the Netherlands sec tor
of the North Sea' and an updated version of the 1976 1:100 000 super-
fieial sediment map. Tbe Nether1ands is eooperating with the UK
(BGS) and Be1gium in preparation of 1:250 000 UTM maps of underlying
geology, quaternary deposits and superfieia1 sediments. On1y one
gravel ares has been found so faf t in the north-western area (Botney
Gut, K1averbank), but this is in or near an area where herring spawn-
ing has recently recommenced, though outside the restricted areas
indieated previously by ICES (Coop. Res. Rep. 64 (1977), Figure 2).
8.8 Sweden: The Swedish Geo10gieal Survey is mapping the Oresune at
1:50 000; five maps are eurrent1y avei1ab1e. Maps are also beir,
produeed at 1:100 000 for the Gotland area (thre.. are currently
available). Mapping is also in progress in the southern Kattegat,
whieh will be covered over the next 6 years at 1:100 000. The input
to the mapping ineludes morphology, bedroek, superfieial sediment
isopaehytes drawn from seismie, side-sean and rv profiles.
8.9 United KingJom: The British Geologieal Survey is produeing aseries
of 1:250 000 UTM maps of under1ying geology, quaternary deposits and
superfieia1 sediments (eoordinating with the Dutch series); the
first sheets are now appearing. A resouree survey of the Thames a~d
East Anglia area is being earried out by BGS in conjunction with the
Crown Estate Office.
8.10 Discussions end conclusions
8.10.1 Superfieial sediment and mineral resouree maps are being pre-
pared for many coastal regions in the leES area. It was noted that
comparable mapping of fisheries resources and activities on a
detai1ed seale ia much rarer. Much of the loeal information is in
the hands of fishermen who are often unwi1ling to disc10se it, espe-
cia11y if they suspeet this may lead to 10ss of grounds to dredging.
8.10.2 Tbe Working Group eonc1uded that to avoid eonf1icts between
resource uses, accurate databases of both mineral and fishery
resources are an essential tool; if these can produce B mapped
output interpretation is made easiere Unless potential overlaps
between activities can e1ear1y be identified, eonfliets will eontinue
to arise during operations instead of being eleared up before
permitting.
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9. NATIONAL LICENSING SYSTEMS AND CODES OF PRACTICE
(INCLUDING CHANGES SINCE 1979)
9.1 Belgium
9.1.1 Legislation
(i) law of June 1969 coneerning the Be1gian continenta1 shelf:
(ii) Royal Deeree of October 1974 modified by the Royal Decree of
22 April 1983, concerning the licensing of coneessions for the
exploration and exploitation of the mineral and other non-living
resources of the continental shelf.
Tbe modification of 22 April concerns the sand intended for harbour
construction and shoreline development works that are carried out by
or for the State in well-defined zones: arequest for a concession
is rep1aced by a declaration issued by the Minister of Public Works.
The exploration and exploitation works can be started after the
Minister of Economics has published the declaration.
(iii) Royal Decree of 16 May 1977; there are on1y two zones in
which concessions and permits are a110wed (the Flemish and Zeeland
Banks). In 1981 arequest was made for a third zone. No decision
has been taken as yet.
9.1.2 The licensing regulations
In Be1gium the lieensing regulations eonsist of the Royal Decree,
which sets down the permit conditions, the general conditions of
exploration (techniques. minimal arnounts). register systems and con-
tro1 procedures, quarterly reporting, sanctions and penalties, and of
the ministerial decrees. The ministerial decrees are the actual per-
mits. They contain provisions as to authorized amounts. authorized
zone, levies and security. renewal. cancellation or abolition of the
permit. They grant the permit on the basis of the results of an
assessment that takes account of the evaluation made by various
authorities. Tbe first permits were delivered for a test per iod of
three years. For zone 2 (the Zeeland Banks) exclusively, most of the
private firms have received a new permit for 10 years (Table 3); the
regulations applicable to the private sector. no new royal or mini-
sterial decree has been delivered sinee the test period. Beside a
new test period, the only change that has occurred ia the modifica-
tion of 22 April 1983, mentioned in 2.1(ii).
9.2 Canada: Legislation exists concerning dredge spoil disposal; the
Ocean Dumping Control Act gives effect to the London Dumping Conven-
tion. The federal and provincial governments have begun consulta-
tions on the possibility of developing a uniform regulatory system
for tbc development of minerals other than oil and gas that could be
applied to all Canadian waters. Efforts are being made to minimize
potential conflicts be fore development takes place tbrough good
planning and liaison.
9.3 Denmark: Regulations are under review; currently only the vessel is
regulated (under Bekendtgorelse af lov on rastoffer; Miljo-
ministeriets lovbekendtogorelse nr.531 af 10. Oktober 1984) and, witb
some exceptions, tbc dredging area is not. In some areas, dredging
within 1 km of the coast is prevented, to protect the shore, and the
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shell deposit area in north Sjaelland is protected. There is no code
of practice but operators are referred to the booklet 'Ral-og
sandsugerne' (see Annex VI, item 17).
9.4 Finland: The Act Nr.555/l981 (Act on Soil Extraction) requires per-
mitting by the communes and municipalities for sand and gravel
extraction. If a risk to the water environment can be foreseen, per-
mission by the Water Court is needed according to the Water Act.
When sand and gravel extraction takes pIace in a sea area owned by
the State, permission is given by the authority. which controls the
area in quest ion. Also in this case permission of the Water Court is
needed if a risk for environmental deterioration is expected. A new
law is under consideration.
9.5 France: There has been no change since 1979; The controls are des-
cribed in the last WG report.
9.6 Ireland: There hag been no change in the licensing system since
1979, but new procedures are under consideration.
9.7 Netherlands
9.7.1 There has been no change with respect to extraction licensing
proeedures since 1979, but new controls have been applied since 1985
to the quality of dredged spoil for dumping at sea. Only unpolluted
material of mainly marine origin may be returned to the sea; dredged
material of largely riverine origin must not be dumped.
9.7.2 A temporary storage area has been created on the sand depot
near Maasvlakte with a eapacity of 9 Mm3 , suffieient up to mid-1987.
A start hag been made in the construction of an artificial peninsula
(the Slufterproject) nearby which from mid-1987 will receive up to
90 Mm3 of maintenance silt over the next 20 years, including that
from the temporary storage area.
Apart from the Slufterproject, another containment area (ca. 1.5 Mm3
eapacity is being constructed near Maasvlakte to receive the most
heavily polluted silt from the industrialized Rotterdam Port area.
Special measures are being taken to prevent groundwater pollution.
9.7.3 Acharge of Dfl 0.25 per m3 is levied on extraetion; thi. is
kept low so as to encourage marine extraction.
9.8 Sweden
9.8.1 The extraction of non-living resources is in Sweden regulated
mainly by the Continental Shelf Law, but is partly also regulated by
among others the Water Law, the Protecting Law of Archaeological
Sites. The Swedish shelf area is divided in three parts: the inner
part, which is private or owned by municipalities and which extends
from the shore aud out to a water depth of 3 m or to a limit of 300 m
off land. The extraetion within these sreas can be done by the owner
for his own need. Bigger extraetions must be permitted by local
governments; the second area of the shelf extends from the outer
limit mentioned above to the 12 miles limit. The permissions for
extraction within this area are given by the Geological Survey of
Sweden; the third area goes from the 12 miles limit to the midline
between the neighbour countries and Sweden. Here the permissions are
given by the Swedish Government.
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9.8.2 The extraction companies have to pay a fee to the Swedish
Government, which varies between 4 to 6 Skr (depending on the quality
of the extracted material).
9.9 United Kingdom: The licensing and assessment procedure has not
changed sioce 1979, but is under reconsiderstion st present. The
permitting system in the UK is a purely commercial one; a royalty of
between (0.12 and 0.25 is charged per tonne depending on quality and
location of the resource.
9.10 Discussion and conclusions
9.10.1 Licensing systems vary substantial1y from country to country
but there is a trend towards a two-sta~e approach of prospecting
before permitting; the permit is often dependent on the information
given by the prospector.
9.10.2 Charging systems vary from country to country as do the
levels of the charges. In some cases apart of the levy will be
diverted to research on effects.
9.10.3 The use of black-boxes in enforcement of licence conditions
regarding areas and times of dredging was considered. A primary
requirement i8 for very accurate position fixing since dredgers often
operate small concessions close to land. The Dutch members agreed to
provide areport on the Rijkswaterstaat experience with black-boxes.
Pressure sensor devices cao be used to record dredging activity snd
high accuracy navigational systems are becoming available in many sea
areas (Loran C in the west Atlantic, Hyper Fix in the North Seal.
10. INFORMATION ON ACTIV!TIES IN THE NEAR FUTURE, AND THEIR
POSSIBLE IMPACT ON THE MARI~E E~VIRONMF.NT AND FISHERIES
10.1 Belgium: The channel in the area of mud settlement to the north of
the Zeebrugge channel will be dredged and the mud disposed of in a
natural pit close to shore. Alteration of location of the main
dumping ground for the Zeebrugge channel to a biologically unproduc-
tive area in the north-west i8 under consideration. to improve dis-
persion, but may not be pconomical. (No change is expected in
aggregate extraction activity.>
10.2 Canada: In the near future relatively small-scale near-shore aggre-
gate dredging operations may Commence. Future activity will depend
on the new licensing arrangements and resource surveys.
10.3 Denmark: In general aggregate extraction is declining but political
pressure to reduce land exploitation may lead to resurgence.
10.4 Finland: See leES C.M. 1985/E:5.
10.5 France: No change expected.
10.6 Ireland: Maer1 extraction on the west coast may commence soon. A
study of a small deposit in Bantry Bay will commence shortly; the
aim will be to quantify the resource and its rate of production. with
the possibility of applying a renewable resource, 'maximum sustain-
able yield', approach to management. Studies will also be carried
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out on the Galway maerl resource by the Zoology Department,
University College, Galway, prior to eKploitation.
10.7 Netherlands: Several major besch replenishment plans will take plsce
over the neKt few years as part of routine replenishment cycles
(Goeree, near the Hague (2), south of D~n Helder (Callantsocg),
Texel). The Antwerp approach (W. Schelet) will bc deepened. displac-
ing some 50 1~3 of sand per year. The Slufter Plan for dispo.al cf
contaminated dredgings in an artificial nearsh~re island hus comm~n­
ced, (buitding time 1.5 years) but anotl.er proposal, rur pumped-
storage energy generation using a ring-dyke, i. not likely to pro-
ceed. An enormous new land programme to lhe n~rt~ and south cf t~e
Nieuwe W"aterweg (Europoort/Rotterdan) is under C'onsi1eration (Plan
Watermant~. 3.5 k hectares) but is a?t ~ikely :~ rroc~ed in the
near future.
10.8 Sweden: Off north-east Gotland extractilJl\ of,qudrtz-cich ssnd-siit
is to start during this year. At the ~is.kE;n area Li t~~ S:raits ,,~
Oresund, increased extraction is planned. tv p:rv·.;iJe .:.djitiona.l l.l:'.i-
fill outside Malmo, so the industries ca~ ~e able to expand there.
In Kattegatt. extraction is pIa~ned at S~cra Middelgrund close to th~
midline between Denmark and Sweden. If ~his pr~ject s~cceeds, the
sand and gravel will be sold to Denmark accor,irg to Danish wishes.
10.9 United Kingdom: It is eKpected that deilianJ for marine aggregates
will continue to increase and extraction on the east and SJuth coasts
is expected to increase to meet the je~e~i. ~ew licence areas are
under consider4tioa in the lsle of Wi~~: ~~j Ha~tings areas in the
English Channel; particular conflicts oi i~terest have arisen in t~~
latter case because of the presence vi a crab overwintering srea but
it is hoped these can be resolved through appropriate permit condi-
tions. Studies on the resource and the iffi?act of fines are currently
underway. Several beaeh replenisrunent and coastal construction
schemes are cOlnmencing; the construction of the Conwy road t:.mnel ia
North Wales will require marine-wan aggregates. In total these new
projects will require around 5 Me pa.
10.10 Diseussion and conclusions: The Working Group noted the prospective
increased demand for marine aggregates a~d proyosals for major
coastal engineering projects; it reiterated the importance of
assessing the fishery resources likely to be affected so as to avotd
conflicts. The need for information exchange between the dredging
and fishing industries must be two-way if it is to be effective in
this matter.
11. TECHNIQUES FüR REOUCING THE EFFECTS üF K~R!Ne
AGGREGATE DREDGIN~ 0N FlSHERlES
11.1 Few new developments in dredging methods have occurred. De-gassing
techniques help to inerease the density of silts taken by suction
dredging, thereby reducing dispersion during dumping. Similarly,
silt may be returned to the sea bed via the suction pipe, but this
increases the dredgers idle time at sea end its cost-effectiveness
depends on prevailing hydrography and frequency of storms. Where
maintenance dredging is concerned, dredging companies are increa-
singly using disturbance methods to remove lighter uncompacted silts
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in order to avoid the need to transport and dump; however this may
lesd to locslized increases in suspended sediments.
11.2 In the UK, Crown Estates Commissioners are assessing the significsnce
of oversanding of gravel deposits by excessive screening at the
extraction site. The Working Group was informed that s repnrt on the
effects of aggregate extraction on fisheries has been produced in the
US by A Rurmi for the Army Corps of Engineers which reportedly con-
cludes thst the plume causes few and trsnsient effects.
In the CK, a model developed by Rydraulic Research Ltd for particle
transport in estusries is being adapted to assess the deposition of
fines around one proposed gravel extraction ares, at Rastings.
I'.~ Sea mining for piscer deposits is likely to lead to rejection of at
least 90% of cargo which is likely to cause far more seabed distur-
bance tban ordinary extraction.
11.4 The Working Group briefly considered possible beneficial interaction
between dredging and fishing. A case was cited in the UK (Isle of
Wight) where fishermen were opposed to dredging in particulsr by
trailer dredger because of potential loss of gear. They were less
opposed to anchor dredging, not only because they feared less loss of
gear but also because they thought thst the pits left behind might
enhance static gear aad crustacean fisheries. In some areas. selec-
tive removal of certain grain sizes might improve the productivity
through changes in the benthic community; large stone, which is
usually rejected, might be placed for reef construction. It would be
worth exploring trade-offs between possible damsge and possible
enhancement between fishermen and dredgers.
12. FUTUR~ ROtE OF THE WORK1NG GROUP
12.1 The Chairman pointed to items (e) and (f) of the terms of reference
(Annex 11) which call upon the group to provide advice on technical/
poliey issues, on management snd on research needs.
12.2 The group discussed the coverage of its activities which include
dredging of sand and gravel, metallic mineral deposits and cal-
careous deposits for oushore uses:
dredging snd deposition of sand and gravel in beach replenishment
snd offshore island construction schemes;
dredgiog for capital harbour development and new waterwsy snd
approach channel schemes, with ses disposal or recovery of
spoils;
maintenance dredging of harbours snd channels, with dumping of
spoil (including capped disposal at sea).
The group agreed that all these activities can exert a physical
impact on marine life and fisheries and may interfere with exploita-
tion of fishery resources. This physical impact should form the
group's area of ioterest; other bodies (leES Working Group on Marine
Sediments in Relation to Pollution and Dumping Convention working
groups) were concerned with the chemical impact of dumped apoil.
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Dr Parker undertook to circulate recent Oslo and London Dumping
Convention guidelines on spoil disposal. which include a section on
physical impact.
12.3 The statistical report forms should distinguish between the functions
listed in 12.2, in psrticular avoiding creating any perceptual link
between mining and waste dumping activities since the former do not
result in contamination.
12.4 The group agreed that its current composition was a good one sinee it
included fishery biologists, ecologists, geologists, dredging engi-
neers and representatives of management or regulatory agencies. The
delegat es were urged to maintain this balance of membership.
12.5 Standing agenda items for future meetings should include exchange of
information on
publications;
other lCES activities of relevance (e.g. Benthic Ecology Working
Group, Working Group on Marine Sediments in Relation to
Pollution);
other international activities of relevance (e.g. lOC, COST 6~7).
In addition Dr Pasho Bgreed to try to provide an overview of rec~nt
Japanese programmes of relevance to the Group.
12.6 The Group considered that in response to the terms of reference they
should aim to produce a Cooperative Research Report, containing a
comprehensive overview of national activities and drawing conclusions
leading to guidelines for manage~ent where possible. The contents of
this CRR would include
national extraction programmes;
studies on effects, including ease histories, and covering water
quality, habitat destruction and recolonization (including damage
by fishing activity) as they apply to key target species;
management mechanisms
regulation. assessment ~nd review, controls;
planning and information needs; sea use;
communication - liaison with other industries;
surveillance and monitoring.
lt was agreed that the Chairman and Rapp~rteur should draft a table
of contents for circulation, and agreement by the time of the
Statutory Meeting. The Group would work by correspondence in 1987 to
produce a first set of drafts for a meeting in 1988 (see Action List
and Recommendations).
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12.7 The Group identified areas requiring further work:
the basis for establishment of controls on extraction rates;
methods of assessment of the impact of extraction including
cost/effectiveness, time frames and interpretation of the results
in terms of consequences to fisheries;
approaches to enforcement and control (black-boxes);
beneficial interactions, and impact reduction and repair.
12.8 It was agreed that in the interim period before the next meeting, all
member count ries should try to initiate research on effects in at
least one extraction area and report to ICES.
13. AN? OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business.
14. RECOMMENDATIONS
The WG adopted the recommendations listed in Annex VII. An action list
is appended in Annex VIII.
15. CLOSURE OF MEETING
On behalf of the members, the Chairman thanked the Director of the
Rijksstation voor Zeevisserij and his staff, especially Dirk Maertens
and Monique Baeteman f for all their assistance in making the meeting run
smoothly.
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ANNEX 11 - TERMS,OF REFERENCE
C. Res. 1985/2:25 A new Working Group on the Effeets of Extraetion of
Marine Sediments (Chairman: Dr S J de Groot) will be
estab1ished to replaee the former Working Group on the
Effeets on Fisheries of Marine Aggregate Extraetion.
Jt will meet for three days in May 1986 at the Station
de Peche Maritime in Ostende, with the fol1owing terms
cf reference:
(a) to update the present status of marine extraction
operations and their impact on the marine
environment;
(b) to examine the recent resu1ts of national research
programmes on the effects of marine extraction
operstions on the marine environment. particularly
the influenee on fisheries;
(c) to compare the national codes of practice for the
contral of dredging activities and to evaluate the
changes since 1979;
(d) to provide information on activities in the near
future and their possible impact on the marine
environment aud effects on fisheriesj
(e) to advise on major issues where an lCES po1icy is
needed;




! ANNEX 111 - AGENDA
Welcome by Dr P Hovart, Director, Rijksstation voor Zeevisserij
1. Opening of the meeting
2. Introduction of the members
3. Appointment of Rapporteur
4. Terms of Reference of the WG (C. Res. 1985/2:25)
5. Adoption of the agenda
6. Present state of marine sediment extraction and its impact on the
marine environment (1979-present) by ICES member countries
7. An overview of the recent results of national research programmes on
the effects of marine extraction operations on the marine environment
particularly the influence on fisheries
8. An overview of recent efforts to map the superficial marine sediments
by ICES member countries
9. A review of national current licensing regulations and codes of prac-
tice for the contral of dredging activities and to evaluate the changes
since 1979
10. Information on activities in the near future and their possible impact
on the marine environment and effects on fisheries
11. Techniques for decreasing the effects on fisheries of marine aggregate
dredging
12. The role of the WG in future
Terms of references (e) "to advise on major issues where an ICES
policy is needed"
(f) II to make recommendations on management
aad research, as necessary"
13. Any other business
14. WG recommendations
15. Close of the meeting
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ANNEX IV - PAPERS TABLED FOR DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING
Agenda point 7
Essink. K•• Summary report of Dutch investigations on the effects of
sand aad shell extraction in the Wadden Sea.
Maertens, D.• Present state of marine extra~tion and scientific contral
in extraction areas on the ßelgian continental shelf.
Maertens, D., The effects of sand extraction and dredging on the bottom
fauna of the Belgian continental shelf.
Moor, C. de, Natural and aggregate extraction conditioned sandy shelf
sediment dynamicsa
Ottmann J F' t An overview of the recent results on the effects of marine
extraction operations on the marine environment - France.
Agenda point 8
Schüttenhelm, R. T. E., Recent efforts to map superficial marine sedi-
ments in the Netherlands sec tor of the North Sea.
Agenda point 11
Ottmann, F., Techniques for decreasing the effects on fisheries of
marine aggregate dredging.
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ANNEX VI - MARINE AGGREGATE EXTRACTION IN THE ICES MEMBER COUNTRIES.
1979-84 (the amounts are expressed in 106 m3 , assuming 1 m3 -
1.8 tannes for sand and gravel. * • estimated)
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984
Belgium
Sand 1.97 3.49 5.90 3.10* 3.10* >0.5
Canada
Sand snd gravel 6.0 4.4 7.5 7.8 2.8
Denmark




~ 0.5 0.5 1.0
Gravel +
France
Sand snd gravel 2.053 2.110 2.310
Calcareous material 0.482 0.498 0.525
Wes,t Germany
Sand. North Sea 0.85 1.31 2.51
Sand and gravel. Baltic 0.106 0.022 0.138 0.202
Ieeland
~ 0.106 0.145 1.311 0.368 0.390
Gravel 0.096 0.317 0.245 0.260
Calcareous material 0.1l0 0.628 0.107 0.115
The Netherlands
Sand, North Sea 2.707 2.865 2.21
Sand, Waddensea 7.2 6.5 3.9 1.8 3.7 7.0
Sand, Western Scheldt 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
Calcareous material, Waddensea 0.087 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.12 0.13
Poland
Grä'VeT + + + + + +
Sweden
QU8rtz sand 0.043 0.112 0.019 0.029 0.003 0.012
Cbannel maintenance/quartz sand 0.02 0.023 0.003 0.012 0.046 0.061
Landfill 0 0 0.53 0.10 0.003 0.039
England and Wales
Sand and gravel 9.7 9.4 8.1 8.1 8.4 8.6




ANNEX VII - RECOMMENDATIONS
1. In order to avoid conflicts over utilization of fishery and mineral
resourees , member countries should
(a) develop data bases of these resources which can be used to
identify areas of overlap or conflict,
(b) develop communications and liaison between fishermen and dredgers
to resolve problems locally.
2. Member count ries should carry out research in at least one aggregate
extraction area to assess the effects on the local ecology and
fisheries, and report to ICES on the results.
3. The Benthic Ecology Working Group should be asked to consider methods
for assess ing the impact of dredging on benthic communities and
production.
4. The current form for reporting on aggregate extraction should be
replaced by aversion to be tabled at the ICES Statutory Meeting,
after agreement of WG members by correspondence •
5. A 'special topic' session on the interactions between fisheries and
mineral exploitation should be held at the Statutory Meeting, 1988.
6.1 The Working Group should prepare a Cooperative Research Report that
(a) will provide an overview of current actvity and research in this
field and (b) will draw conclusions concerning management of re.ource
use conflict and suggest guidelines. The WG should work by correspon-
dence during 1987 to prepare a first draft in 1988.
6.2 The WG should meet to consider these drafts in Hay 1988 (in Galway,
Ireland) under the Chairmanship of Dr S J de Groot (Netherland.) and
also to consider in particular
1. national extraction activity, 1986-88 and future plans;
2. reports of national research programmes;
3. the scientific basis for control of extraction rates for .and,
gravel and calcareous deposits;
4. methods for assessment of impact of dredging activity;
5. control of dredging activity (including black-box recorders);
6. beneficial interactions between mineral and fishery resource
exploitation.
6.3 The WG should work by correspondence after this meeting to prepare the
final draft for completion at a meeting in 1989.
6.4 It is recommended that the WG continue to include not only biologists
and geologists but also representatives of the regulatory agencies con-
cerned and dredging engineers, and that when a final draft of the
Cooperative Research Report is available, a meeting should be sought
to discuss its contents with the dredging indu.try.
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ANNEX VIII ACTION LIST
•
1. Revised Report Formats
Dr Scarratt will prepare new draft report formats and send them to the
Rapporteur for circulation with the draft WG report.
All members should aubmit comments, via the Rapporteur, by the end of
Juty.
Dr Scarratt will revise the formats and send a final version to the
Chairman by the end of September for discussion at the Statutory
Meeting.
2. Outline of contents of Co-operative Research Report
The Chairman and Rapporteur will prepare a draft set of contents for
the Co-operative Research Report, to be circulated with the draft
Working Group Report.
All members should submit comment to the Rapporteur by I September,
lndicatlng sections on which they could take a lead in preparation.
Chairman Bnd Rapporteur will prepare a second draft of the contents for
circulatlon during the ICES Statutory Meeting and Council approval.
Appropriate Members will prepare sections for presentation once Council
Approval has been given, for presentation at the next meeting (May
1988). The deadline for submission will be 1 March 1988 but if pos-
sible sections should be sent to the Rapporteur for circulation prior
to this date.
3. Information papers tor the next meeting
D Pasho - Overview cf recent Japanese programmes on aggregate
exploltation.
D Scarratt - Outcome of a Canadian Workshop on standardization of
measurements on superficial sediments.
G Ottevanger - Use of black-boxes in control of dredging activities.
~ - Studies on the new extraction area north of Gotland.
M Parker - Recent Oslo and London Dumping Convention reports and guide-
lines on dredged material disposal.
All members - Research reports on effects of exploitation at at least
ane dredglng area.
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